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Abstract—A time instant is said to be a critical instant for a task, if the task’s arrival

at the instant makes the duration between the task’s arrival and completion the

longest. Critical instants for a task, once revealed, make it possible to check the

task’s schedulability by investigating situations associated with the critical instants.

This potentially results in efficient and tight schedulability tests, which is important

in real-time systems. For example, existing studies have discovered critical instants

under preemptive fixed-priority scheduling (P-FP), which limit interference from

carry-in jobs, yielding the state-of-the-art schedulability tests on both uniprocessor

and multiprocessor platforms. However, studies on schedulability tests associated

with critical instants have not matured yet for non-preemptive scheduling,

especially on a multiprocessor platform. In this paper, we find necessary conditions

for critical instants for non-preemptive global fixed-priority scheduling (NP-FP) on a

multiprocessor platform, and develop a new schedulability test that takes

advantage of the finding for reducing carry-in jobs’ interference. Evaluation results

show that the proposed schedulability test finds up to 14.3 percent additional task

sets schedulable by NP-FP, which are not deemed schedulable by the state-of-the-

art NP-FP schedulability test.

Index Terms—Real-time scheduling, critical instants, non-preemptive scheduling,

fixed-priority scheduling, multiprocessor platform
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1 INTRODUCTION

DUE to safety- or mission-critical characteristics, real-time systems
usually require timing guarantees of a set of recurring tasks. To
this end, many studies for real-time systems have found a time
instant at which a request for a task of interest will result in the lon-
gest time duration between the release and finishing time of the
task, called a critical instant [1]. Once critical instants for a task are
discovered, we can check the schedulability of the task, only by
investigating situations where the critical instants occur, yielding
efficient and tight schedulability tests. For example, an exact (i.e.,
sufficient and necessary) schedulability test has been developed
for preemptive fixed-priority scheduling (P-FP) on a uniprocessor
platform [2], based on a critical instant found in [1]. When it comes
to a multiprocessor platform, existing studies [3], [4] have identi-
fied necessary conditions for P-FP’s critical instants, which yields a
tighter schedulability test than the existing one without utilizing
critical instants [5]. However, most attempts to find critical instants
have been biased towards preemptive scheduling.

Non-preemptive scheduling not only has its own advan-
tages [6], but also is essential to tasks with extremely large preemp-
tion/migration overhead and inherently non-preemptive tasks
(e.g., interrupts, transactional operations); however, its underlying
theories have not matured yet, especially for multiprocessor sys-
tems. While the notion of a critical instant also has potential in
improving schedulability guarantee of non-preemptive schedul-
ing, only a few studies have made an endeavor to find critical

instants for non-preemptive scheduling [7], [8], especially few
studies on a multiprocessor platform.

This paper aims at developing an improved schedulability test
for non-preemptive global fixed-priority scheduling (NP-FP). To
this end, we first organize a new schedulability test that incorpo-
rates an existing carry-in limitation technique to an existing RTA
framework for NP-FP, which can be regarded as the state-of-the-
art schedulability analysis for NP-FP. Next, we derive necessary
conditions for critical instants for NP-FP, which entail two cases to
be investigated. Deriving properties for the two cases, we develop
a new schedulability test for NP-FP utilizing the properties to limit
interference from carry-in jobs,1 which dominates all existing
schedulability tests for NP-FP.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed schedulability
test, we perform extensive simulation. The simulation results show
that our schedulability test finds up to 14.3 percent additional NP-
FP-schedulable task sets, which are not covered by the state-of-the-
art NP-FP schedulability test.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.

� We organize the state-of-the-art schedulability test for NP-
FP by combining an existing carry-in limitation technique
and RTA framework for NP-FP (Section 3);

� We derive necessary conditions for NP-FP’s critical
instants, which is the first attempt on a multiprocessor plat-
form (Section 4.1);

� We develop a new schedulability test for NP-FP that
utilizes the necessary conditions for critical instants
(Section 4.2); and

� We demonstrate the effectiveness of the schedulability test
through extensive simulation (Section 5).

2 SYSTEM MODEL, ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS

Task, Job, and Platform. In this paper, we focus on the sporadic real-
time task model [9] in which a task tk in a task set t is represented
by Tk (the minimum separation), Ck (the worst-case execution
time), and Dk (the relative deadline). In particular, we restrict our
attention to implicit and constrained deadline tasks, each of which
satisfies Dk ¼ Tk and Dk � Tk, respectively. For convenience’ sake,
we consider a quantum-based time slot, and let the length of one
quantum be one time unit, without loss of generality; therefore, all
parameters of Tk, Ck and Dk are positive integer values. Each task
invokes a series of jobs; the qth job of tk (denoted by Jq

k ), once
released, should finish its execution within Dk time units. A job is
called active at t, if the job has remaining execution at t. We assume
that each job is independent, and cannot be executed on more than
one processor at the same time. We consider a multiprocessor plat-
form consisting ofm identical processors.

Scheduling Algorithm. In this paper, we consider global work-
conserving scheduling. By global scheduling, we mean that a job
can be executed in any processor, while partitioned scheduling
restricts execution of a job to only one designated processor. By
work-conserving, we mean that any processor cannot be left idle as
long as there exist at least one active job which is not currently-exe-
cuting. Among many global work-conserving scheduling algo-
rithms, this paper focuses on non-preemptive fixed-priority
scheduling. Compared to preemptive fixed-priority scheduling,
NP-FP disallows a job to preempt a currently-executing job; thus, it
is possible for a lower-priority job to block the execution of a
higher-priority job, if the lower-priority job starts its execution
before the higher-priority job is released. Conventionally, if a job
cannot be executed due to execution of a lower- and higher-priority
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job, we call this blocking and interference, respectively. In NP-FP,
the priority of a job is determined by the predefined priority of the
task invoking the job. Without loss of generality, we assume the
smaller the task index, the higher the task priority, i.e., the priority
of ti is higher than that of tj if i < j.

Carry-in Job. A job is said to be carry-in in an interval starting at
t, if the job is released before t and has remaining execution at t.

Response Time and Critical Instant. The response time of a job Jq
k

is the time duration between the release and finishing time of Jq
k ,

and a task tk is said to have the response time Rk (� Dk) if every
job invoked by tk finishes its execution within Rk time units after
its release. Also, Sk ¼ Dk � Rk (� 0) is called the slack of tk, mean-
ing that every job of tk finishes at least Sk ahead of its deadline. A
critical instant for a task tk is defined as a time instant at which a
request for a job of the task results in the longest response time of
the task [1].

To calculate the response time of tk, we will use the following
notations of task sets for an interval staring at t:

� tHNðk;tÞ: a set of tasks in t each of which has a priority higher
than k and has no carry-in job in an interval starting at t,

� tHCðk;tÞ: a set of tasks in t each of which has a priority higher
than k and has one carry-in job in an interval starting at t,
and

� tLðk;tÞ: a set of tasks in t each of which has a priority lower
than k and has one job starting its execution before t as
well as continuing its execution after t.

3 EXISTING CARRY-IN LIMITATION TECHNIQUE INTO

RTA FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first summarize existing RTA framework for
NP-FP. Next, we introduce an existing carry-in limitation tech-
nique for NP-FP, and then incorporate the technique into the RTA
framework.

3.1 Existing RTA Framework for NP-FP

For timing guarantees, many schedulability tests have been devel-
oped on a multiprocessor platform. Among them, Response Time
Analysis (RTA) has been widely used due to its schedulability per-
formance. For example, RTA yields (one of) the best schedulability
tests for many scheduling algorithms such as P-EDF (Earliest
Deadline First) [5] by Bertogna and Cirinei, P-FP [3], [5] by Guan
et al., NP-EDF [10] by Lee and Shin, and NP-FP [11] by Lee and
Shin. RTA calculates each task’s response time; if every task has its
response time no larger than its relative deadline (i.e., Ri � Di for
every ti 2 t), the task set is deemed schedulable.

For non-preemptive scheduling, calculation of a job’s response
time needs to know when the first unit of the job’s execution will be fin-
ished [10], [11]. Provided that it takes ‘ time units, a job of a task tk
will finish its execution within ‘þ Ck � 1 time units. To calculate
such ‘, the existing RTA framework calculates the amount of time
in ½t; tþ ‘Þ such that the job of tk cannot execute due to the execu-
tion of jobs of ti (denoted by Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ). If the sum of
Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ for every ti 2 t n ftkg is strictly smaller than m � ‘, the
job of tk starts its execution within the interval [10], [11].

Due to the difficulty of the precise calculation of Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ,
existing studies have calculated its upper-bound under different
target scheduling algorithms. For example, under FP (both P-FP
and NP-FP) [5], if ti has a higher priority than tk, we can upper-
bound Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ by the amount of workload of jobs of ti in
½t; tþ ‘Þ. In an interval of length ‘, jobs of ti can execute up to
Wið‘;Di � Ci � SiÞ [5] where

Wið‘;aÞ ¼ min

�
‘;

�
‘þ a

Ti

�
� Ci þmin

�
Ci; ‘�

�
‘þ a

Ti

�
� Ti

��
: (1)

Here, ‘ denotes the length of interval of interest, and a is a parame-
ter that adjusts the release pattern (See Figs. 1a and 1b). Fig. 1a
depicts Wið‘;Di � Ci � SiÞ, in which an interval of interest begins
when the first job of ti in the interval starts its execution; the first
job of ti executes as late as possible, and other following jobs exe-
cute as early as possible.

Different from P-FP, NP-FP allows a job of a lower-priority task
ti to block a job of a higher-priority task tk if the job of ti starts its
execution before the release time of the job of tk. In this case, the
amount of blocking from the job of ti is at most Ci � 1 (and also at
most the interval length ‘), because at least one unit of execution
should be done before the release time of the job of tk. Considering
m is an upper-bound of the number of lower-priority jobs which not
only start their executions before the release time of the job of tk but
also keep their executions after the release time, we can derive an
upper-bound of interference/blocking under NP-FP as follows [11]

X
ti2tnftkg

Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ

�
X

ti2tji< k

Wið‘;Di � Ci � SiÞ þ
X

m largest ti2tji> k

min
�
Ci � 1; ‘

�
:

(2)

Using the above inequality, we can calculate the response time
under NP-FP as follows.

Lemma 1 (Theorem 1 with Lemma 4 in [11]). Suppose that a task
set t is scheduled byNP-FP on anm-processor platform. If the following
inequality holds, the response time of tk is no larger than ‘þ Ck � 1

The RHS (Right-Hand Side) of Eq. (2) < m � ‘: (3)

Since there is at least one time slot in ½t; tþ ‘Þ in which a job of tk
starts its execution, the job finishes its execution no later than
tþ ‘þ Ck � 1, where t denotes the job’s release time. Section 4.2
will present how to find ‘ that satisfies Eq. (3), including how to
update fSigti2t .

3.2 RTA with an Existing Carry-In Limitation

While Lemma 1 assumes that all tasks can contribute carry-in jobs
to the interference, an existing study upper-bounds the contribu-
tion from carry-in jobs [12], which needs to calculate interference
from three types of tasks: tasks in tHCðk;tÞ, tHNðk;tÞ and tLðk;tÞ, defined
in Section 2. For an upper-bound of Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ for ti 2 tHCðk;tÞ, we
use Wið‘;Di � Ci � SiÞ in Fig. 1a as explained in Section 3.1. As
shown in Fig. 1b, an upper-bound for ti 2 tHNðk;tÞ occurs when the
release time of the first job of ti is aligned with that of the job of tk
of interest, and every job executes as early as possible. Therefore,
Wið‘; 0Þ is an upper-bound of Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ for ti 2 tHNðk;tÞ [3]. Also,
an upper-bound of Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ for ti 2 tLðk;tÞ is minðCi � 1; ‘Þ, as
explained in Eq. (2).

Fig. 1. Interference of tiðTi; Ci;Di; SiÞ in ½t; tþ ‘Þ with different situations.
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To express the interference from tasks in tHNðk;tÞ and tHCðk;tÞ

together, we basically add Wið‘; 0Þ for every higher-priority task
assuming each task does not have its carry-in job. Then, if ti is
selected to have its carry-in job (we will explain how to select tasks
with carry-in jobs later in Section 4.2), we add difference between
the two upper-bounds for tHCðk;tÞ and tHNðk;tÞ, which is denoted as
DIFFið‘Þ and calculated by (similar to [13])

DIFFið‘Þ ¼Wið‘;Di � Ci � SiÞ �Wið‘; 0Þ: (4)

Finally, the total interference can be upper-bounded as follows
(the core idea is from [12])

X
ti2tnftkg

Ik iðt; tþ ‘Þ �
X

ti2tji< k

Wið‘; 0Þ þ
X

ti2tHCðk;tÞ
DIFFið‘Þ

þ
X

ti2tLðk;tÞ[ftkg
min

�
Ci � 1; ‘

�
:

(5)

Note that jtHCðk;tÞj � m� 1 and jtHCðk;tÞ [ tLðk;tÞ [ ftkgj � m

hold [12]. Then, we can derive a new response time analysis for
NP-FP as follows.

Lemma 2 (Carry-in limitation of [12] into RTA framework in
[10], [11]). Suppose that a task set t is scheduled by NP-FP on an
m-processor platform. If the following inequality holds, the response
time of tk is no larger than ‘þ Ck � 1

The RHS (Right-Hand Side) of Eq.(5) < m � ‘: (6)

Different from the second term of the RHS of Eq. (2), the third
term in the RHS of Eq. (5) includes tk itself, which may result in
over-estimation of interference in Lemma 2. However, there is no
evidence that Eq. (5) still holds in spite of removing tk in the third
term in the RHS of Eq. (5); in fact, the removal makes the lemma
wrong. Addressing this issue, the next section will develop a new,
tight schedulability test for NP-FP.

4 IMPROVED RTA FOR NP-FP

In this section, we first derive necessary conditions for NP-FP’s
critical instants. We then develop a new schedulability analysis for
NP-FP, which effectively reduces interference from carry-in jobs
using the necessary conditions.

4.1 Necessary Conditions for NP-FP’s Critical Instants

As Guan el al. derived P-FP’s critical instants [3], the first step to
derive necessary conditions for NP-FP’s critical instants is to define
a level-k busy interval for NP-FP. Different from preemptive schedul-
ing, it is possible for a lower-priority job to block a higher-priority
job under non-preemptive scheduling. Therefore, we need to tailor
the definition of a level-k busy interval for NP-FP, so as to accom-
modate the effect of lower-priority jobs’ blocking as follows.

Definition 1. An interval ½ta; tbÞ is said to be level-k busy under NP-FP, if
m processors in the interval are occupied by jobs, each of which either (i)
has a higher priority than k, or (ii) has a priority lower than or equal to k
and starts its execution before ta. Likewise, the interval is said to be level-
k idle under NP-FP, if there exists a time slot ½t; tþ 1Þwithin the interval
such that at least one processor is idle or occupied by a job which has a pri-
ority lower than or equal to k and starts its execution no earlier than ta.

Then, if any job of tk is released within a level-k busy interval,
the job cannot be executed in the interval.

Using the definition, we now derive necessary conditions for
NP-FP’s critical instants, starting from the following property for
NP-FP.

� UnderNP-FP, the release/execution patterns of jobs of tk may
affect execution of jobswhose priorities are higher than tk.

The property indicates that if we shift all the jobs of tk released
before or at t by 1, we cannot guarantee ½t� 1; tÞ that was level-k
busy (likewise idle) before the shift is still level-k busy (likewise idle)
after the shift. This means that the existence of a level-k busy inter-
val ½t� 1; tÞ does not always enable Jq

k (released at t) to yield a criti-
cal instant, which is different from P-FP.

Therefore, we need to handle the following two cases differ-
ently depending on possibility to shift the release time without
changing the level-k busy state of ½t� 1; tÞ.
X1. Shifting Jq

k ’s release time from t to t� 1 cannot change whether
½t� 1; tÞ is level-k busy or not; and

X2. Other than X1.
For X1, we can apply the same approach as P-FP, which is, there

are at most m� 1 carry-in jobs in an interval starting at t. That is, a
critical instant for tk occurs with Jq

k whose release time is t, only if
½t� 1; tÞ is level-k idle. For X2, we need to handle this situation dif-
ferently. From X1 and X2, we derive the following necessary condi-
tions for NP-FP’s critical instants.

Theorem 1. Suppose that a task set t is scheduled by NP-FP on an
m-processor platform. A critical instant for a task tk 2 t occurs, only
if its job Jq

k whose release time is t is associated with one of the follow-
ing situations.

SA. ½t� 1; tÞ is level-k idle; or
SB. ½t� 1; tÞ is level-k busy and Jq�1

k ’s release time is t� Tk.

Proof. We first investigate X1. Since we can shift Jq
k ’s release time

without changing the level-k busy state of ½t� 1; tÞ, we should
exclude the situation where ½t� 1; tÞ is level-k busy from a criti-
cal instant in that we can increase Jq

k ’s response time by moving
its release time from t to t� 1. Therefore, SA includes all situa-
tions for critical instants under X1.

For X2, we focus on the situation where ½t� 1; tÞ is level-k
busy (because the other situation belongs to SA). If J

q�1
k ’s release

time is earlier than t� Tk, we can shift Jq
k ’s release time from t

to t� 1 without changing the level-k busy state of ½t� 1; tÞ; this
implies that the current situation belongs to X1. Therefore, SB
includes all situations for critical instants under X2 which do not
belong to SA. tu
To utilize NP-FP’s critical instants for a tighter schedulability

test, we need to consider both conditions SA and SB, which will be
discussed in the next section.

4.2 Improved RTA with Carry-In Limitation

Let us consider an interval starting at t� a (a � 0) such that
½t� a; tÞ is level-k busy and ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ is level-k idle; by the
definition of SA and SB, a ¼ 0 and a > 0 hold for SA and SB, respec-
tively. If we calculate response times of a task for all possible a and
take the maximum, we can derive an upper-bound of the task’s
response time.2 Here we have two challenges: (i) how to limit the
number of cases for a (which seems infinitely many), and (ii) how
to calculate a tight upper-bound of interference/blocking by limit-
ing the number of carry-in jobs.

To handle (i), we focus on a time instant inwhich the execution of
Jq�1
k starts (denoted by t0). By the definition of a level-k busy inter-

val, ½t0; t0 þ 1Þ cannot be level-k busy. This is because, if ½t0; t0 þ 1Þ is
level-k busy, the execution of Jq�1

k whose priority is k cannot start at
t0. This derives a property that reduces search space of a from infi-
nite cases to only a small number of cases, recorded as follows.

Lemma 3. Suppose that a task set t is scheduled by NP-FP on anm-pro-
cessor platform, and t denotes Jq

k ’s release time. If ½t� a; tÞ is level-k

2. The generic technique was developed in [14], but the notion of a busy inter-
val and underlying principles are different in that [14] was designed for P-EDF.
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busy and ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ is level-k idle, t� a is no earlier than
t0 þ 1, where t0 is the time instant at which Jq�1

k starts its execution,
and a � 0.

Proof. Suppose that t� a is t0 or earlier. Then, by definition, Jq�1
k

cannot execute in ½t0; tÞ, which contradicts the definition of t0. tu
Thanks to Lemma 3, we need to investigate only several cases of

a instead of infinitely many cases. For example, the only possible
choices for a in Fig. 2a are 0 for SA, and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 for SB.

Now, we address (ii)—how to calculate a tight upper-bound of
interference/blocking for given a. To this end, we need to know
the contribution of Jq�1

k to make ½t� a; tÞ level-k busy. Let b denote
the amount of execution of Jq�1

k in ½t� a; tÞ, as shown in Fig. 2b; by
Lemma 3, b cannot be larger than Ck � 1, yielding 0 � b � Ck � 1.
Along with the definition of SA and SB, a ¼ b ¼ 0 holds for SA, and
a > 0 and 0 � b � Ck � 1 hold for SB. Then, for given a and b, the
following lemma derives some properties to be used for calculating
response times.

Lemma 4. Suppose that a task set t is scheduled by NP-FP on anm-pro-
cessor platform, and t denotes Jq

k ’s release time. Also, suppose that
½t� a� 1; t� aÞ is level-k idle, ½t� a; tÞ is level-k busy, and b

denotes the amount of execution of Jq�1
k in ½t� a; tÞ, where a � 0 and

b � 0. Then, P1–P5 hold as follows.

P1. jtHCðk;t�aÞj � m� 1.
P2. The amount of execution of a carry-in job of ti 2 tHCðk;t�aÞ in an

interval starting at t� a is at most Ci � 1.
P3. jtHCðk;t�aÞ [ tLðk;t�aÞj � m, if b ¼ 0,

jtHCðk;t�aÞ [ tLðk;t�aÞj � m� 1, if b > 0.
P4. The amount of execution of a carry-in job of ti 2 tLðk;t�aÞ in an

interval starting at t� a is at most Ci � 1.
P5. 0 � b � Ck � 1.

Proof. Proof of P1: To make ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ level-k idle (defined in
Definition 1), (a) at least one processor is idle in ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ
or (b) ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ should be occupied by at least one job
which satisfies the following two conditions: (b1) it has a priority
lower than or equal to k and (b2) it starts its execution at
t� a� 1. Suppose jtHCðk;t�aÞj � m. Since each task belonging to
tHCðk;t�aÞ has its active job at t� a� 1, we have at least m active
jobs at t� a� 1. Therefore, (a) is impossible, and it is impossible

for a job satisfying both (b1) and (b2) to occupy ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ.
By contradiction, P1 holds.

Proof of P2: By the definition of the level-k idle interval, there
exists at least one job (called J) in ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ, which satis-
fies (b1) and (b2). This implies that all active jobs whose priority
is higher than J are executed in ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ; otherwise, J
cannot be executed in ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ. Therefore, by the defini-
tion of a carry-in job, all jobs whose invoking tasks belong to
tHCðk;t�aÞ are executed in ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ. Therefore, P2 holds.

Proof of P5: Since Lemma 3 proved that t� a cannot be ear-
lier than t0 þ 1, at least one time unit of Jq�1

k ’s execution is
excluded from ½t� a; tÞ, which proved P5.

Proof of P3: While tk cannot have its carry-in job for an inter-
val starting at t (since Jq

k is released at t), tk can have its carry-in
job for an interval starting at t� a due to the execution of Jq�1

k

in the interval. Considering P5 and the definition of b, we can
consider two cases b ¼ 0 and 1 � b � Ci � 1. The former and
the latter imply there exists no and one carry-in job of tk in an
interval starting at t� a, respectively. Considering tasks in
tHCðk;t�aÞ or tLðk;t�aÞ should execute in ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ, if b ¼ 0,
it holds jtHCðk;t�aÞ [ tLðk;t�aÞj � m, which corresponds to the first
case of P3. If 1 � b � Ci � 1, a carry-in job of tk should also exe-
cute in ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ. Therefore, the number of tasks in
tHCðk;t�aÞ or tLðk;t�aÞ cannot exceedm� 1.

Proof of P4: A lower-priority job can block a higher-priority
job only if the lower-priority job starts its execution before the
release time of the higher-priority job. This means that any
lower-priority carry-in job of tasks belonging to tLðk;tÞ should
perform its execution in ½t� a� 1; t� aÞ, yielding P4. tu
Using Lemma 4, we can calculate the response time for a given

pair of a and b, as stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Suppose that a task set t is scheduled by NP-FP on anm-pro-
cessor platform, and t denotes Jq

k ’s release time. Also, suppose that
½t� a� 1; t� aÞ is level-k idle, ½t� a; tÞ is level-k busy, and b

denotes the amount of execution of Jq�1
k in ½t� a; tÞ, where a � 0 and

b � 0. If the following inequality holds, the response time of Jq
k is no

larger than Rk ¼ ‘� aþ Ck � 1

bþ
X

ti2tji< k

Wið‘; 0Þ þ
X

ti2tHCðk;t�aÞ
DIFFið‘Þ

þ
X

ti2tLðk;t�aÞ
min

�
Ci � 1; ‘

�
< m � ‘:

(7)

Note that tHCðk;t�aÞ, tLðk;t�aÞ and b in Eq. (7) satisfy P1, P3, and P5 in
Lemma 4. We also note that DIFFið‘Þ can be
Wið‘þ 1; Di � Ci � SiÞ � 1�Wið‘; 0Þ once we apply P2, which is
slightly smaller than Eq. (4).

Proof. By definition, the Left-Hand Side (LHS) of Eq. (7) except the
term of b is an upper-bound of the sum of contributions of all
tasks except tk to either make ½t� a; tÞ level-k busy or interfere
with (or block) Jq

k in ½t; t� aþ ‘Þ: Therefore, if Eq. (7) holds, it
means that either (i) Jq

k starts its execution in ½t; t� aþ ‘Þ or (ii)
½t� a; tÞ is level-k idle. Since Jq

k ’s release time is t, Case (i)
implies that the response time is no larger than ‘� aþ Ck � 1.
Also, Case (ii) contradicts the level-k busy state of ½t� a; tÞ. This
prove the lemma. tu
One may wonder how to calculate the maximum of the RHS of

Eq. (7), which entails the right choice of tHCðk;tÞ and tLðk;tÞ without
compromising P1 and P3 in Lemma 4. To this end, we construct an
empty set S ¼ ;, and add DIFFið‘Þ for all tasks with a higher prior-
ity than k and minðCi � 1; ‘Þ for all tasks with a lower priority than
k. If we focus on P3 only, the LHS of Eq. (7) is maximized when we
choose tasks each of whose value in S is one of them largest values
(or choose all tasks if the number of elements in S is smaller than

Fig. 2. Interval of interest ½t� a; t� aþ ‘Þ for deriving a new schedulability test.
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m) and include the tasks in either tHCðk;tÞ or tLðk;tÞ depending on
their priority (higher than k for the former and lower than k for the
latter). If we consider P1 along with P3, the above result holds only
when the number of tasks in tHCðk;tÞ is not larger than m� 1 (i.e.,
complying P1). If the number of tasks in tHCðk;tÞ is m, we reconstruct
tHCðk;tÞ by choosing tasks each of whose value in S is one of the
m� 1 largest values, and tLðk;tÞ by choosing a task whose value in
S is the largest among values from tasks each of whose priority is
lower than k in S. This takes linear time, since we can choose the m
largest values in a given set in linear time [14].

Now, we explain how to find ‘ that satisfies Eq. (7) in Lemma 5
(likewise Eq. (3) in Lemma 1, and Eq. (6) in Lemma 2), including
how to update Si; note that the original idea for this iteration tech-
nique is given in [5]. Starting from ‘0 ¼ 1, we test Eq. (7). If the
inequality holds, the response time of tk is ‘0 þ Ck � 1. Otherwise,
we set ‘1 as follows [11]:

‘xþ1 ¼ 1þ
�
1

m
�
�
The LHS of Eq.ð7Þ with ‘x

	�
: (8)

We repeat this process for ‘0; ‘1; ‘2 and so on, until it finds ‘x satis-
fying the inequality (schedulable task) or ‘x > Dk � Ck þ 1
(unschedulable task).

To derive a tighter schedulability test for a given ‘, slack value
Si can be used as follows. First, the response time of every task is
calculated with Si ¼ 0 for every ti 2 t. For each task ti whose
response time Ri is strictly smaller than the relative deadline Di,
we update its slack value as Si ¼ Di � Ri. Then, we repeat the
same procedure until every task’s response time is no larger than
its relative deadline (schedulable task set), or there is no update for
any slack value (unschedulable task set).

As of now, the LHS of Eq. (7) can calculate the response time of
a task using an upper-bound of interference/blocking for a given
pair of a and b. The remaining issue is how to calculate the LHS of
Eq. (7) with every possible pair of a and b, in an efficient manner.
To this end, we investigate two cases b ¼ 0 and b > 0, deriving
their properties that can significantly reduce the number of candi-
dates to be calculated for SA and SB.

First, we derive the following property regarding the relation-
ship between the response time under SA (i.e., b ¼ a ¼ 0) and that
under SB with b ¼ 0.

Lemma 6. We now compare the response time of Jq
k calculated by

Lemma 5 with b ¼ 0 and a ¼ 0 (denoted by R0k), and that with b ¼ 0
and any valid a > 0 (denoted by R00kðaÞ). Then, R00kðaÞ ¼ R0k � a

holds.

Proof. Since the LHS of Eq. (7) is independent of a, b ¼ 0 with dif-
ferent a yields the same ‘ that satisfies Eq. (7). Since
Rk ¼ ‘� aþ Ck � 1, the response time of Jq

k with b ¼ 0 and
a > 0 is X � a if that of Jq

k with b ¼ a ¼ 0 is X. Note that if
X � a is no larger than 0, this means that ½t� a; tÞ is not level-k
busy, which yields a contradiction. This proves the lemma. tu
Since we need to take the maximum of all the response times

under SA and SB, the lemma indicates that we do not need to calcu-
late the response time under SB with b ¼ 0 and a > 0, as long as
we apply Lemma 5 for the case of SA (i.e., b ¼ a ¼ 0).

Second, the following lemma significantly reduces the number
of candidates for pairs of a and bwhen b is positive for SB.

Lemma 7. Suppose that Lemma 5 with a given positive b and
a ¼ bþ ðTk �Dk þ SkÞ calculates that the response time of Jq

k is X
(� Dk). Then, Lemma 5 with the given b and any valid a calculates
that the response time of Jq

k is no larger thanX.

Proof. We will prove two properties for given a and b: (i)
bþ ðTk �Dk þ SkÞ is the smallest valid value for a, and (ii) the
smaller the a, the larger the response time.

Case (i): By the definition of slack value, Jq�1
k cannot be exe-

cuted in ½t� ðTk �Dk þ SkÞ; tÞ as shown in Fig. 2b. Therefore,
the smallest valid a for a given b is a ¼ bþ ðTk �Dk þ SkÞ as
shown in the first situation in Fig. 2b.

Case (ii): Since the LHS of Eq. (7) does not depend on a,
Rk ¼ ‘� aþ Ck � 1 increases as a decreases.

By (i) and (ii), the lemma holds. tu
Thanks to the above two lemmas, it is sufficient to check only

one a for each b, which will be used for developing an efficient
RTA.

So far, we developed RTA for NP-FP under SA and SB in
Lemma 5, respectively, and derived properties that reduce search
space of candidates in Lemmas 6 and 7. Now, we assemble all the
theories into the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Suppose that a task set t is scheduled by NP-FP on an
m-processor platform. Then, the response time of each task tk 2 t is
upper-bounded by Rk ¼ max

�
Rkð0Þ;max

Ck�1
b¼1 RkðbÞ

�
, where

� Rkð0Þ denotes an upper-bound of the response time of Jq
k with

b ¼ a ¼ 0, which is calculated by Lemma 5; and
� Rkðb > 0Þ denotes an upper-bound of the response time of

Jq
k with given b > 0 and a ¼ bþ ðTk �Dk þ SkÞ, which is

calculated by Lemma 5.

Proof. By Theorem 1, we can calculate the response time of each
task tk by taking the maximum of the response times from
Lemma 5. The only remaining issue is how to calculate an
upper-bound of the LHS of Eq. (7) with all possible combina-
tions of a and b. By Lemma 4, we can limit the choices for b (i.e.,
no larger than Ck � 1). For b ¼ 0, Lemma 6 proves that the
response time with b ¼ 0 and a > 0 is less than that with
b ¼ a ¼ 0. For b ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Ck � 1, Lemma 7 proves that the
response time for given b and any valid a is upper-bounded by
that for the same b and a ¼ bþ ðTk �Dk þ SkÞ. Therefore, the
theorem holds. tu
For completeness, here we summarize the detailed calculation

of Theorem 2. Basically, we calculate each of Rkð0Þ and Rkðb > 0Þ
for given b independently. For calculation of each response time,

we need to address three issues: (i) how to iterate ‘, (ii) how to

reclaim the slack value, and (iii) how to find the maximum of the

corresponding sum of interference/blocking (e.g., the LHS of

Eq. (7)) among many choices of tHCðk;�Þ and tLðk;�Þ, all of which share

the same techniques explained right after Lemma 5. Note that one

may wonder how to calculate a ¼ bþ ðTk �Dk þ SkÞ for RkðbÞ
since Sk is derived from RkðbÞ itself. However, Sk is calculated as a

part of (ii). That is, for given b and initial slack values fSkgti2t ¼ 0,

we calculate fRkðbÞgtk2t using fSkgtk2t . Then, we update the slack

value of every task tk if the task satisfies Dk � RkðbÞ > 0. We will

repeat this process until every task tk satisfies RkðbÞ � Dk (schedu-

lable task set for given b) or there is no update for any slack value

(unschedulable task set for given b).

Time-Complexity. Now, we analyze time-complexity of Theo-
rem 2 using the big-O notation with n and other task parameters,
where n denotes the number of tasks in each task set t. We first
consider the case without exploiting slack reclamation, i.e., Si is set
to 0 for every ti 2 t. If we calculate Rkð0Þ or RkðbÞ for a given b in
Theorem 2, it needs Oðn �DkÞ operations. Since we need to calcu-
late Rkð0Þ and RkðbÞ for b ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Ck � 1, the time-complexity of
calculating the response time of a single task tk is Oðn �Dk � CkÞ
and that of calculating the response time of every task in a task set
t is Oðn2 �maxti2tDi �maxti2tCiÞ.

We now consider the case with slack reclamation for Theorem 2.
Then, the time-complexity is Oðn3 �maxti2tD

2
i �maxti2tCiÞ since the

entire process for calculating the response time of every task in t
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can be repeated up to
P

ti2t Di ¼ Oðn �maxti2tDiÞ times. Note that
the time-complexity of Lemmas 1 and 2 with slack reclamation is
Oðn3 �maxti2tD

2
i Þ. Due to the calculation of RkðbÞ for multiple b,

the time-complexity of Theorem 2 has additional term of
maxti2tCi, compared to that of Lemmas 1 and 2. Since our main
interest is offline schedulability guarantee, the time-complexity of
Theorem 2 is reasonable.

Sustainability.When we derive Theorem 2, we implicitly assume
that every job’s actual execution time is equal to the worst-case exe-
cution time of the task invoking the job, which the case yields the
longest response time. However, one may wonder whether the the-
orem remains valid even if the actual execution time is arbitrarily
less than the worst-case execution time.

If we focus on interference calculation in the LHS of Eq. (7), each
term assumes the case that incurs the maximum interference,
meaning that the interference will decrease if the actual execution
time is less than the worst-case execution time. Also, the properties
in Lemmas 4, 6 and 7 easily hold with the actual execution time
which is less than the worst-case one. Therefore, Theorem 2 is sus-
tainable with respect to execution times.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the schedulability performance of our
proposed NP-FP schedulability test, which is Theorem 2 in this
paper (denoted by New). To this end, we perform simulations, and
compare the number of task sets deemed schedulable by New, with
that by GYG, LeSh, DBM, and GYD2, which denote existing NP-FP
schedulability tests in [13], [11], and [15], and Lemma 2 in this
paper (i.e., applying the carry-in limitation technique of [12] into
RTA framework in [11]), respectively. LeSh corresponds to
Lemma 1 in this paper, which is the state-of-the-art schedulability
test without carry-in limitation for NP-FP, while GYD2 is regarded as
the state-of-the-art schedulability test with carry-in limitation for
NP-FP. DBM can be a NP-FP schedulability test since [15], [16]
developed a schedulability test for FP with deferred preemption
that is a generalization of NP-FP.3

We generate task sets using an existing popular set generation
technique used in many studies, e.g., [17], [18]. We have three
input parameters to accommodate various characteristics of real-
time applications: (a) the number of processors m, (b) task utiliza-
tion (Ci=Ti) distribution, and (c) the maximum period. For (a), we
consider three options: 2, 4, and 8 processors. For (b), we consider
ten options: bimodal distribution with parameters 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7
and 0.9, and exponential distribution with the same parameters,
which are described in [18]. Finally, we consider two different
parameters for the maximum period (Tmax): 10 and 1,000.

For each task ti, Ti is uniformly chosen in ½1; Tmax�where Tmax is
given by (c), Ci is determined based on (b), and Di is set to Ti (i.e.,
implicit-deadline task). Note that we only consider positive integer
values for Ti, Ci and Di as explained in Section 2; if the generated

value of each task parameter is not an integer value, we set the task
parameter to the closest integer value.

If we consider (a), (b), and (c) all together, we have 60 (3 � 10 � 2)
options in total. For each option, we repeat the following procedure
and generate 100,000 task sets.

(1) We generate mþ 1 tasks since m tasks are trivially schedu-
lable on anm-processor platform.

(2) We check the exact feasibility condition of preemptive
scheduling, i.e.,

P
ti2t Ci=Ti � m.

(3) If the current task set fails to pass 2), we abandon the task
set, and go to 1). Otherwise, we include this task set for
evaluation, add one more task to the current task set, and
go to 2).

Then, for each combination of m and Tmax, we finally have
1,000,000 task sets in total.

We count the number of task sets deemed schedulable by GYG,
DBM, GYD2, LeSh, and New among 1,000,000 task sets for each pair
of m and Tmax when task priority is determined by Rate Monotonic
(RM) [1] (the smaller the period, the higher the priority), and pres-
ent the number in Table 1. Note that the feasibility condition pre-
sented in 2) is exact for preemptive scheduling; since many task
sets we tested are inherently unschedulable by every non-preemp-
tive scheduling (but we do not know the exact feasibility condition
for non-preemptive scheduling), the number of task sets proven
schedulable by each schedulability test seems relatively low.

We can easily observe that GYG exhibits poorer schedulability
performance than other schedulability tests (i.e., DBM, GYD2, LeSh
and New), which indicates that the RTA framework is more effec-
tive than any other schedulability test framework for NP-FP. When
its comes to schedulability tests with the RTA framework, New and
DBM are the best and worst in terms of the number of schedulable
task sets.

To investigate the schedulability performance of the three best
schedulability tests (i.e., GYD2, LeSh, and New) with different set-
tings, we select exponential distribution with parameters 0.1 and
0.9, which yield a small and large average number of tasks in each
task set, respectively. Figs. 3a and 3b present the former and latter
when m ¼ 4; here, the x- and y-axes are task set utilization and the
ratio of schedulable task sets, respectively. If we focus on task sets
with exponential distribution 0.9 where the average number of
tasks in each task set is 7.6, LeSh is better than GYD2 as shown in
Fig. 3a. This is because, GYD2 gets small benefit from carry-in limi-
tation when the number of tasks in each task set is small, while its
schedulability performance is degraded by including tk itself into
interference. On the other hand, for task sets with exponential dis-
tribution 0.1 (where the average number of tasks in each task set is
22.2), the interference reduction from carry-in limitation for GYD2
suppresses its disadvantage, yielding better schedulability of GYD2
over LeSh. While there is no dominance relationship between
GYD2 and LeSh, New dominates both GYD2 and LeSh; also, GYD2
dominates DBM, thereby yielding a dominance relationship of New
over DBM.

Since we would like to investigate the schedulability improve-
ment by the necessary conditions of critical instants we derived,
the main point observed from Table 1 should be the schedulability

TABLE 1
The Number of Task Sets Proven Schedulable by GYG, DBM, GYD2, LeSh and New

Tmax ¼ 10 Tmax ¼ 1; 000

The number of schedulable task sets Ratio The number of schedulable task sets Ratio

m GYG DBM GYD2 LeSh New New
LeSh

GYG DBM GYD2 LeSh New New
LeSh

2 90,373 363,239 394,511 548,863 625,976 114.0% 145,165 125,178 184,476 260,416 274,459 105.4%
4 19,730 245,284 283,874 388,574 444,006 114.3% 73,543 68,224 112,382 157,312 163,028 103.6%
8 3,020 178,473 221,092 279,918 309,664 110.6% 41,262 37,698 68,663 94,645 96,931 102.4%

3. In [15], there are two types of schedulability tests: without and with the
limited carry-in technique. Since the former corresponds to LeSh, we denote the
latter as DBM so as to figure out the impact of [15] associated with the limited
carry-in technique.
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performance difference between New and the state-of-the-art exist-
ing schedulability tests (i.e., LeSh and GYD2). Therefore, in addi-
tion to the number of task sets deemed schedulable by LeSh and
New, we also present their ratio; here we do not present ratio
between GYD2 and New since the number of schedulable task sets
by LeSh is larger than that by GYD2. As shown in the table, New
can find up to 14.3 percent additional schedulable task sets, which
are not covered by the corresponding schedulability test LeSh. In
particular, while the improvement stands out with Tmax ¼ 10 due
to a high distribution of Ci ¼ 1 (resulting in b ¼ 0), the improve-
ment is reasonable (up to 5.4 percent) even for a more general case
(i.e., Tmax ¼ 1; 000).

6 RELATED WORK

When it comes to finding critical instants and developing schedul-
ability tests for P-FP, a seminal paper by Liu and Layland [1] found
a critical instant and developed a sufficient schedulability test on a
uniprocessor platform. Later, Audsley et al. derived a response
time analysis using the critical instant, yielding an exact schedul-
ability test [2]. The RTA framework was extended to a multiproces-
sor platform, obliviously to critical instants by Bertogna and
Cirinei [5]. Then, Guan et al., and David and Burns [3], [4] found
necessary conditions for critical instants on a multiprocessor plat-
form, which significantly improved the state-of-the-art schedul-
ability test for P-FP on the platform.

While P-FP’s schedulability tests progressed along with its crit-
ical instants, the same cannot be said to NP-FP on a multiproces-
sor platform. For a uniprocessor platform, a schedulability test for
NP-FP was developed [7], [8]. When it comes to multiprocessors,
a few studies developed schedulability tests on a multiprocessor
platform [11], [12], [13], [19]. Although some of the studies by
Guan et al. [12], [13] utilized the notion of a busy interval, no
study identified critical instants under NP-FP on a multiprocessor
platform, yielding a room for further improvement. Also, there
are some attempts to develop schedulability analysis of NP-
EDF [10], [11], [20].

Here, we should clarify a couple of studies that aim at reduc-
ing interference by limiting carry-in jobs’ interference without
deriving critical instants. Studies in [16] by Davis et al. and [21]
by Marinho et al. implicitly use a claim that necessary condi-
tions for critical instants for P-FP always hold for FP with limited
preemption and FP with deferred preemption, respectively, both
of which are a generalization of NP-FP.4 However, the claim is
wrong—the lemma holds only when SA holds. The study in [16]
was later corrected in [15] (denoted by DBM in this paper) by

accounting for the push-through blocking effect (i.e., by adding
Ck � 1 amount of interference from the previous job of tk itself);
however, adding additional interference yields pessimistic cal-
culation of interference, and therefore DBM does not perform
well for NP-FP, even compared to GYD2 and LeSh that does not
limit carry-in jobs’ interference as shown in Section 5; this is
inevitable in that DBM targets FP with a more general preemp-
tion policy, instead of being specialized for NP-FP. In summary,
while some studies for a generalization of NP-FP tried to limit
carry-in jobs’ interference, they does not derive necessary condi-
tions for critical instants, yielding less schedulability improve-
ment for NP-FP.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we sought to answer (i) how to find critical instants
for NP-FP and (ii) how to improve a schedulability test for NP-FP
using critical instants. To this end, we derived necessary condi-
tions for NP-FP’s critical instants on a multiprocessor platform.
Then, we developed a tighter schedulability test for NP-FP by uti-
lizing the necessary conditions. Our simulation results showed
that the test can find up to 14.3 percent additional NP-FP-schedu-
lable task sets, which are not covered by the corresponding exist-
ing schedulability test.

We have two directions for our future work. First, we want to
find a relationship between task priority assignment and schedul-
ability improvement achieved by critical instants. We may find
other task priority assignment whose schedulability improvement
is more significant than RM. Second, we would like to apply the
technique that finds NP-FP’s critical instants to FP with more gen-
eral preemption policies. For example, it would be interesting to
find critical instants of a task set consisting of preemptive and
non-preemptive tasks [10], [11], which makes sense in many prac-
tical systems.
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